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About This Game

Story:
One day when Johann was asleep an alien spaceship came and stole his ale horn.

He is determined to get it back.

Description:
Journey of Johann is an action adventure platformer with puzzle elements.

Make your way through levels and bosses with different challenges and obstacles.
Collect goblets, secrets and beat time trials to unlock player skins, achievement and extra levels.

Use your weapons as tools such as climbing, blocking hits, lighting up darkness and defeating enemies.
The game was designed with speedrunning in mind.

Features:
103 levels in total with hours of gameplay.
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42 achievements.
2 goblets, 1 secret, Silver and Gold time trials on each level. (with a few exceptions)

Play the game with a controller or the keyboard.
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Title: Journey of Johann
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Apapappa Games
Publisher:
Apapappa Games
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

Additional Notes: Low end laptops might struggle a bit

English
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journey johannesburg. journey of johann

This game is extremely laggy and lacks functionality. I would like a full refund of this game. I have been playing this since beta,
and am glad it has finally arrived on Steam. Anyone that wants to play a fun rogue like game with fantasy elements have at last
got one. It has RPG elements that flesh out your character while exploring, it has a number of classes such as Fighter, Theif,
Wizard, Paladin etc.. and you can choose skin tone and gender. All of which, make for a diffrent experience each time you play.

The soundtrack is nice and adds to the game while the graphics are very pixel artish and remind me of games like Gauntlet and
Chaos back on the old Sinclair Spectrum.

Highly recommend!. Needs multiplayer
Best simulator ever
10/10 IGN. This game does not work, and is not supported by the developer. Do not buy it.. At first, I was a little skeptical of
this program; it seems really simple and that might be working against it in the long run. However, as I played with it more and
more, I realized that although it isn't everything, it is enough. There is simple distortion, there are more than two instruments,
and the interface is EXTREMELY userfriendly. My one issue with this is I am currently using Windows 10 and there is no
browser compatible with my computer that can load the library\/export system of this program. THERE COULD BE ONE; I
just couldn't find it. However, for the price, I would completely recommend this program to someone who wants to start making
music, because this is truly a good place to start.. Very Easy Low budget game with Good story.

Well, as I try to critisize this game we have to start like this.. It is a low budget game from a company that uses to publish low
budget games in general so...

In graphics the things are like a little older from the starting 3D games. At least you'll see curves. The sketches are allright and
the photos very good. The game does NOT support widescreen resolutions and actually NOT HD quality. Moving around is in
good motion, not perfect but good and now the actions are common to the most adventure games, like things taking etc. Few
videos will be seen and their quality is very low even for the of 2010 year that Steam published it. But anyway it's an adventure.

The sounds and music are good. At least they used a studio for making it. It is not the greatest quality in music but still sounds
good and it matches in the scenes. Though you'll see sometimes a little bit time difference between music and motion or the
dialogues. Always remember that is very low budget game.

The story plot is good but NOT for children or early teens. You should try this game as older. It is a very short game that in
solving time I would compare it to the Blackwell series,still not to their complexity and better story plot. It is a very interesting
story that includes themes like what about the soul afterlife, egyptian prophecies and rituals covered by classic mystery of a
detective's investigation through a murder case. Really interesting and the only thing that will keep you playing this game
because...

The riddles are very simple and the things to take and use from the scenes the ONLY interaction. You'll not get frustrated by
this game. It's very easy. It's just someone tells you the story but to learn it simply interact with it like asking the questions how
things happened.

So... If you want some free time listening to a story to clear your mind or take it easy this will be a great escape. BUT if you
want more from a game of this kind(at least in the riddles thing and complexity) don't even think to buy it. I am an adventure
fan that I play games depending of my mood so... I found it like reading a lite book.

I hope I was helpful!. Frederic: Evil Strikes Back is the sequel to one of my favorite rhythm games of all time, Resurrection of
Music. If you haven't yet read my review on that game, take a minute to do that now.

RoM was a fantastic game for many reasons, the most important of which is the music. Carefully remixing select compositions
from Chopin's work was a stroke of genius, and was the heart and soul of an amazing experience that should not be missed. If
you haven't yet played it, you are missing out on something really special. So the sequel should be another masterpiece, right?

It is with a heavy heart that I have to condemn this game for what it is. What made the first game special, the music, is why the
sequel falls flat on its face. Take the heart and soul from a work of art, and you're left with an unrecognizable shell, feeding off
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of the success of its predecessor. That is what has occurred here, and I couldn't be any more disappointed with the results.

When I try to imagine what they could do to make a fantastic sequel, I see many possibilities. Something as simple as more of
the same, remixing more of Chopin's compositions into more tracks, would have been perfectly acceptable. Teaming up with
other well known musicians like Beethoven or Bach and remixing their music would have been great as well. If the premise isn't
broken, then you shouldn't try to fix it. Forever Entertainment has already proven that they are more than capable of doing any
of those things, so my expectations were high for the next game in this franchise.

Unfortunately, that is not the direction the developers took with this sequel. All of the tracks in this game are completely
original, and instead of matching the style of a particular country, they match the style of famous musician. For example, a
couple of the characters you come across are parody versions of Michael Jackson and Lady Gaga. Not a terrible idea, but the
original music fails to be catchy, fun to play, and in some cases, even tolerable to listen to. As I have stated in the past, rhythm
games are only as good as the music they include, which makes this game absolutely terrible.

Taking Chopin's work out of the franchise entirely just doesn't make sense to me. Remixing his compositions to fit the style of
these particular musicians would have been easy enough, and it would have been interesting to hear Lady Gaga's rendition of
Raindrops. Without his music, this game just feels uninspired, and it becomes a chore to even finish it.

To be fair, the rest of this game hasn't changed a bit. The gameplay is exactly the same, the art style hasn't changed, the story is
just as nonsensical, and the voice acting is just as stroke inducing as in Resurrection of Music. There are no surprises here.

It's a shame that the developers forgot what made the first game so special. Maybe the third game in the franchise will return it
to its roots, but I will be researching it first before wasting money on another sequel.. Game is unfinished and abandoned. It's
still quite obtuse and unpolished, but the dev stated in a forum post that he wouldn't work on it further unless a publisher picked
it up. When that didn't happen, he just bailed. A shame, since there was a lot of potential here.
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This pack is entirely based on puzzles from PP2 Birds, but it's free for those who already own the game. All the puzzles have a
low piece count, so it's good for short sessions; a greater range of piece counts would be appreciated, though.. You know when
you think you're board of all the games you own, and you scroll through your recommended games... Then you find this one.
You think to yourself: "It's one on acheivment. How bad could it be?" You play it, look up how to get the acheivment, play the
short game..
Then you hear the music at the end.... You can build up multiple characters in solo story mode ready to play with your friends in
multiplayer mode. A great button basher!. There's no key in my library.... This game is just plain awful.
I really don't recommend this game. It's basically unfished it even has levels in the games code that were never used.
The problem with this game is that they sold this with the promise of more content in the future. Then completely backed out
and left this game unfished. There are actually menu options for these chapters and they're just blank.
Essentially Luc Bernard sold us a game in beta and never finished it. Imagine buying a game in early access to then have the
developer announce they weren't going to finish the game and just left you all with a buggy beta mess.

Of course you ask: "But what of the content that is in the game?"
It's... average at best. The level design is not interesting at all and all levels are just "find 3 gems and get to the exit." If that
sounds boring it's because it is. There is no story in this game save for some scrolling of text and then some poorly written, and
unfunny banter between the two main characters in the game. I spoke to Luc Bernard about this before in the past, when his
game had just been release and he claimed that the game was going to have a deeper story but his collegue thought it was "too
cheesy" and so they dropped it. Oh wonderful.
The combat is mostly just shooting some rather bland enemies with boring designs and poorly coded AI. Hell there is a robot
bird enemy in this game that will stop chasing you or attacking you if you move past his "activation point."

I hear what you're saying: "But this game is just so gosh damn beautiful."
Absolutely. Excluding the poor monster design Luc Bernard has done some rather pretty artwork. But it's all ruined by the awful
sprites. The beautiful mind that is Luc Bernard chose to stick with ragdoll physics instead of actual animation.
Oh speaking of physics! Do you like falling damage in your 2D side scrolling platform games? Because Eternity's Child has it.

So to sum up.
-Painfully average level designs
-Below average gameplay
-Mixed presentation
-Unfinished game

Is it worth it for the price? No. Absolutely not. Don't even give this man money because he doesn't deserve it.
Use your money to buy a better game on Steam. Because there are loads more better indie platformers and other games.. The
game is just a series of spawns and quick deaths.
While I got this game hoping for a challenge its kind of an artificial difficulty; You never get an opportunity to improve because
you spend 2/3 of playtime on the game over screen. Eventually you would get used to the patterns but only after they've tripped
you up a dozen times, and I'm not interested in having to beat level 2 a hundred times to feel like I know level 3 well enough to
reach level 4, dig?
On the whole, the game's got good aesthetics and all that; its really polished the edges. And its nice that it doesn't pander to
players and hold their hand. They've just overcorrected on that last point is all.
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